
Great news, there is very little cooking to do with your FIX. spread. The most difficult part will be finding space on your
dining room table for everything to be laid out together. Vegetables are the hero here but the hot sauce eggs aren't far
behind. The eggs are from Mussett Holdings in the Southern Highlands. This off-grid regenerative farm is home to a very
happy flock of chickens who roam, scratch and pasture graze across 40 beautiful hectares. Let us take you on a virtual tour
of Will and Connie's family farm.

OK, enough of the introductions, let's get into this! 

COOKING METHOD

WHAT YOU'VE GOT

EQUIPMENTTIME TO PREPARE

Baby vegetables  |  Cashew sofrito  |  Sesame snaps  |  Eggplant with brown butter escovitch  |  Chickpea and pumpkin curry

1 Fry Pan |  2 Pots (plus a quick whiz in the microwave)Stove Top 10 minutes max

Meet the Producer: Mussett Holdings.
VIDEO

Click here to watch.

TIP.  Before sitting down, remove my Mom’s Coconut Cake from the fridge.

Potato sticks  |  Trinidad chow  |  Pikliz  |  Hot sauce eggs  |  Hot sauce  |  Rotis  (keep your rotis in freezer until ready to cook)

Caribbean Feast
THE SPREAD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=vy6JzS4Wkes&feature=youtu.be


7. Remove curry from heat, and take the pot straight to the dining table, along with your roti.

5.

6. When the pan is hot, take a single roti, remove from the paper and put into the fry pan. Cook roti for 2 minutes on
each side or until lightly golden. Throughout cooking, use baking paper to blot and turn the roti to ensure the roti does
not stick. Watch my video below, I can show you how to do it. Once your roti is cooked, place on a serving plate, and
repeat until all four rotis are cooked.

Place two medium-sized pots on medium heat. Add the eggplant escovitch to one, and the curry to the other pot to
warm through, stirring occasionally. I also like to give the escovitch garnish a quick whiz in the microwave to warm up.
Drain the pickling liquid from your pickled veggies. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

INSTRUCTIONS

Raid your cupboard for serving bowls and dishes. Place sofrito in one bowl, and arrange your raw and pickled
veggies, crackers, and sesame snaps on a plate or board.

Once warmed through, pop your eggplant escovitch in one bowl, and sprinkle with escovitch toppings.

Take three more bowls and add the Trinidad chow to one, the pikliz to another, and the eggs to the third. If you like it
spicy, add some hot sauce to the eggs (there should be plenty of sauce so keep some in the fridge for another time).
Arrange the potato sticks on a plate to eat with the curry (and snack on throughout your feast). Place all dishes in the
centre of the dining table.

Pop a large fry pan on medium-high heat and remove rotis from the freezer. 

Before you get to step six, let Paul show you how to heat up your roti.
VIDEO

8. Dig in! Our hot tip: use the roti to soak up all the flavours, textures and juices. 

Click here to watch.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=K9fDWY1gjRk&feature=youtu.be


COOKING METHOD

DISH ELEMENTS

EQUIPMENTTIME TO PREPARE

Mom's Coconut Cake

N/AN/A0 minutes

There's a trend here, simply serve and enjoy. Thanks, Mom!

INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Growing up, I loved my Mom's cooking. She was a very crafty cook in my formative years and I loved
spending time in the kitchen with her. This cake is a homage to my Mom; it's sweet, just like her. 

Mom's Coconut Cake
THE FINALE


